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Luxoft’s insurance solutions 
accelerate growth and inspire 
innovation
And our expertise eases your digital transformation

350 
active financial 
services clients

20+ 
years’ experience 
operating globally 
distributed Agile teams

21 
countries 
in operation

70% 
of engineers have 
advanced degrees

7,300 
financial services 
professionals

Luxoft in the insurance industry — the numbers:

Insurance is growing more digital and 
competitive

The insurance sector is evolving. Players, products 
and pathways to customers are changing all the 
time. Consequently, remaining relevant and being 
able to price accurately for risk is difficult. Today’s 
insurers have to be Agile in delivery and innovative 
in analytics.

Our solutions

Luxoft fosters growth and enables new, better-
designed products by unlocking unique data insights 
and providing access to the latest technology. We 
champion cost reduction in a connected Agile 
manner — maximizing performance, minimizing 
overheads and accelerating time-to-market. See the 
insurance industry from another, more streamlined 
and profitable angle. Luxoft is uniquely placed to 
simplify your digital transformation road map and 
ease your journey. Here’s how we do it:

•  Anticipate your customers’ needs  
Enabling you to get a 360-degree view of your 
customers, to drive cross- and up-sell with 
leading analytics, and improve your customer 
experience through better design.

•  Analytics and automation 
Using data to drive automation in underwriting, 
policy admin, claims and finance, delivering 
straight through processing (STP) from the quote 
through to the claim.

•  Digital engineering and modernization 
Driving a digital experience through apps, cloud, 
automation such as QA and low-code solutions, 
enabling increased speed-to-market, reduced 
risk and lower cost of operation.

•  Asset management for insurance 
Advisory, integration, managed services and 
as-a-Service solutions of industry-leading trading 
and financial risk management platforms, as well 
as front-to-back treasury and trading solutions.

Get in touch

https://www.luxoft.com/services/data-to-insights/
https://www.luxoft.com/services/design/
https://www.luxoft.com/services/data-to-insights/
https://www.luxoft.com/services/qa-automation/
https://www.luxoft.com/services/intelligent-automation/
https://www.luxoft.com/services/legacy-modernization/
https://www.luxoft.com/capital-markets/

